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Paramagnetic solid-state NMR assignment and
novel chemical conversion of the aldehyde group
to dihydrogen ortho ester and hemiacetal moieties
in copper(II)- and cobalt(II)-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
complexes†
Ayelén F. Crespi, a Verónica M. Sánchez, bc Daniel Vega,cd Ana L. Pérez, e
Carlos D. Brondino, e Yamila Garro Linck, f Paul Hodgkinson, g
Enrique Rodŕıguez-Castellón h and Juan M. Lázaro-Mart́ınez *a
The complex chemical functionalization of aldehyde moieties in Cu(II)- and Co(II)-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
complexes was studied. X-ray studies demonstrated that the aldehyde group (RCHO) of the four pyridine
molecules is converted to dihydrogen ortho ester (RC(OCH3)(OH)2) and hemiacetal (RCH(OH)(OCH3))
moieties in both 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde copper and cobalt complexes. In contrast, the aldehyde
group is retained when the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligand is complexed with cobalt. In the different
copper complexes, similar paramagnetic 1H resonance lines were obtained in the solid state; however,
the connectivity with the carbon structure and the 1H vicinities were done with 2D 1H–13C HETCOR,
1H–1H SQ/DQ and proton spin diffusion (PSD) experiments. The strong paramagnetic effect exerted by
the cobalt center prevented the observation of 13C NMR signals and chemical information could only be
obtained from X-ray experiments. 2D PSD experiments in the solid state were useful for the proton
assignments in both Cu(II) complexes. The combination of X-ray crystallography experiments with DFT
calculations together with the experimental results obtained from EPR and solid-state NMR allowed the
assignment of NMR signals in pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligands coordinated with copper ions. In cases
where the crystallographic information was not available, as in the case of the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
Cu(II) complex, the combination of these techniques allowed not only the assignment of NMR signals but
also the study of the functionalization of the substituent group.
Introduction
The search for new heterocyclic ligands to obtain novel metal
complexes has become a eld of great interest due to the wide
applications of coordination chemistry in many areas such as
medicine, hydrometallurgy and biotechnology. In particular,
nitrogen heterocycles such as imidazole and pyridine molecules
containing carbonyl or its hydrated groups known as gem-diols
are widely used, due to their coordination properties,1–4 espe-
cially in catalysis and environmental chemistry. Working with
this kind of system is a challenge since the instability of gem-
diol5–10 creates uncertainty over the form of the ligand, hence
careful characterization is particularly important.9,11–14 Taking
into account the key role of NMR spectroscopy in characterizing
the chemical structure of new compounds, copper and cobalt
complexes containing this type of ligand are a challenge for this
technique.
The study of systems containing paramagnetic centers has
proved useful in a variety of elds ranging from the structure
elucidation of metalloproteins15–18 to the characterization of
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catalytic organometallic complexes9,19–21 and Metal Organic
Frameworks (MOFs).22 In this context, solid-state Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (ss-NMR) is a powerful tool for structural
characterization of organic/inorganic compounds, providing
information about connectivity and interaction between atoms
in both crystalline and non-crystalline samples.23–26 However,
the large paramagnetic shis and short relaxation times affect
the observation of the resonance signals in NMR spectra.15,27–30
The result of interactions in a molecule/system bearing
unpaired electrons is a signal broadening and an additional
nuclear shielding which scatters the lines over a wider parts per
million scale in comparison with diamagnetic compounds.31 All
these difficulties make the characterization of a paramagnetic
sample by NMR techniques a challenge. In recent years, several
experimental approaches have been proposed to overcome
these obstacles both in static solids and under magic-angle
spinning (MAS) conditions.31–38 The development of predictive
and interpretative quantum chemical calculations is gradually
changing this scenario,30,39,40 but there are still greater uncer-
tainties on calculated shis in these systems.41 Recently, some
authors have achieved a near-complete assignment of the ss-
NMR resonance signals in phenolic oximate,30,40 chloro-
1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane (cyclam)27 and 2,4-dithiohy-
dantoin copper(II) complexes42 as well as in Ni(II)-acetylaceto-
nate28 and Ru(III) complexes39 through different strategies
combining experimental NMR and DFT theoretical calcula-
tions. Most of these strategies refer to calculated EPR parame-
ters, but none of them involves a real comparison with
experimental EPR data, as the orientation lines, in order to
provide condence in the results obtained by quantum chem-
ical calculations of the g tensor and hyperne coupling.
In this work, a synergistic strategy combining experimental
ss-NMR, single-crystal X-ray diffraction and EPR with theoret-
ical DFT calculations was used to study the complex chemical
transformation of aldehyde moieties to dihydrogen ortho ester
and hemiacetal groups in 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligands in
copper and cobalt complexes. Additionally, we demonstrate
how 2D ss-NMR experiments were useful to assign the spec-
troscopic signals, even when the interaction of copper ions with
the organic ligands affected the 1H and 13C chemical shis. For
the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligand, the same studies were
conducted.
Results and discussion
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies
Single crystals for the copper and cobalt complexes were ob-
tained from the 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde compounds and the
corresponding CuCl2/methanol (SC–4P–Cu–M) or CoCl2/meth-
anol solutions (SC–4P–Co–M), respectively. Interestingly, in
these complexes, the Cu2+ and Co2+ ions are coordinated to
four N atoms (N1A, N1B, N1C and N1D) of the pyridine ligands
and two Cl ones (Cl2 and Cl3) forming an octahedron (Fig. 1).
The crystal packing can be described as units of Cu(C7H9-
NO3)2(C7H9NO2)2Cl2 or Co(C7H9NO3)2(C7H9NO2)2Cl2 stacked
along the c axis. This stacking pattern creates channels around
each of the 3-fold axes, in which electron density was observed.
The electron density in each channel was modelled as oxygen
atoms (O2W on 0, 0, z and O1W, O3W and O4 on 1/3, 2/3, z in
the Cu(II)-complex or O1W, O2W O3W and O4W in the Co(II)
complex) taking into account the presence of water molecules
on each 3-fold axis.
Surprisingly, the aldehyde group was found to be converted
into two of each dihydrogen ortho ester (C7H9NO3) and hemi-
acetal forms (C7H9NO2) at the four positions of the pyridinic
ring of the ligand during crystallisation. This chemical conver-
sion was the result of the hydration of the aldehyde group to
render either gem-diol or hemiacetal moieties followed by the
oxidation to the corresponding dihydrogen ortho ester moiety in
either the copper or the cobalt solution.
The Co(II)–3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde complex (SC–3P–Co–
M) showed the same coordination behavior for Co2+ as in the
other 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde Cu(II) and Co(II) complexes;
however, in this case, the aldehyde group remained unchanged.
The crystal packing can be described as chain of Co(C6H5-
NO)4Cl2 units running along the a axis. The chain is dened by
two H-bond interactions with Cl2 (C6B–H6B/Cl2 and C6C–
H6C/Cl2) and two interactions with Cl3 (C6A–H6A/Cl3 and
C6D–H6D/Cl3) (Fig. 2). For cobalt ions, the aldehyde form
crystallizes when the complex is prepared in methanol. More-
over, single-crystals for the copper complex of 3-pyr-
idinecarboxaldehyde obtained with three different copper salts
were reported and in the three cases the aldehyde form is ob-
tained.43–45 For that reason, it was assumed that, under our
experimental conditions, the aldehyde group was also present
for the following experiments in the non-crystalline copper
complex (NC–3P–Cu–M), considering the same isomorphic
structure for the copper(II) complex as in the 4-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde Co/Cu complexes.
The functional groups located at the fourth position of the
pyridinic ligand (hemiacetal or dihydrogen ortho ester groups)
presented weakly interactions within the crystallographic
structure in comparison to the atoms next to the metal ions
(copper or cobalt) and the positional disorder was modelled by
enlarged thermal ellipsoids. The disorder was evident in both
single-crystals obtained for the Cu(II) and Co(II) complexes using
the 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde considering that the ortep plots
surrounding these functional groups were enlarged. In addi-
tion, one of the terminal hemiacetal group (R–CH(OH)(OCH3))
in the copper complex was modeled as two disordered parts
(O8C1, O9C, C1C1 and O8C2, O10C, C1C2 as part 1 and 2
respectively) rened with isotropic thermal parameters as it is
shown in Fig. 1A. Additionally, sp3 or sp2 hybridization char-
acter of the terminal groups in the 4- or 3-pyridinecabox-
aldehyde molecules, respectively, also contributed the higher
disorder within the crystallographic structure for the hemi-
acetal and dihydrogen ortho ester groups in comparison with
the aldehyde group.
EPR studies
EPR spectra of powdered samples of the copper complexes ob-
tained with either 4- or 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde at room
temperature and of the cobalt complexes obtained at 10 K,
























































































together with simulations, are shown in Fig. 3. The EPR spec-
trum of SC–4P–Cu–M shows nearly an axial symmetry (g1,2,3 ¼
2.246, 2.067, 2.030, Fig. 3A) with no evidence of hyperne
structure due to the copper nucleus (I ¼ 3/2), which indicates
the presence of weak, but non-negligible, isotropic exchange
interactions between metal centers (J > A, where J and A are the
isotropic exchange and hyperne splitting constants,
respectively).46
In contrast, the EPR spectrum of the NC–3P–Cu–M sample
(non-crystalline Cu(II) complex obtained from 3-
Fig. 1 Crystal structures of 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde copper (SC–4P–Cu–M) (A) and cobalt (SC–4P–Co–M) (B) complexes. Chemical
representation of the ligands present in the X-ray structures and the numbering used throughout themanuscript (C). The displacement ellipsoids
for the non-H atoms in the figure were drawn at the 50% probability level. Crystal packings for the copper (D) and cobalt complexes (E).
Fig. 2 Crystal structure for the cobalt complex with 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (SC–3P–Co–M) (A). Chemical representation of the ligands
present in the X-ray structure and the numbering used throughout the manuscript (B). The displacement ellipsoids for the non-H atoms in the
figure were drawn at the 50% probability level. Crystal packing for the cobalt complex (C).
























































































pyridinecarboxaldehyde and CuCl2/methanol) showed the
presence of a partially resolved hyperne structure at gk
(Fig. 3C). The simulation of this spectrum, assuming uncoupled
copper centers and coincidental g- and A- tensors, showed an
acceptable level of agreement with the experimental spectrum
(g1,2,3 ¼ 2.215, 2.084, 2.055, A1,2,3 ¼ 117, non-detectable, 161
MHz). The fact that the hyperne structure with the copper
nucleus was partially resolved suggests the presence of, though
very weak (J < A), non-negligible isotropic exchange interactions
between copper ions.46 For both copper complexes, the g-values
observed are in line with those of copper centers coordinated to
four N-atoms in a square planar geometry, and indicate
a ground state of a dx2y2 type.
The experimental g values obtained for both copper
compounds are well predicted by computational calculations
performed on a single copper center (Tables S13 and S14†).
Calculations also predicted g- and A-tensor orientations in line
with those expected for copper(II) centers in nearly square
planar coordination with increasedmisalignment between both
tensors upon metal site distortion (see Fig. S25†). The calcula-
tions for NC–3P–Cu–M yielded A values that were higher than
the experimental ones, which is in line with the above discussed
isotropic exchange phenomenon that causes the partial
collapse of the hyperne structure of the Cu(II) ion centers.
The 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde cobalt complex (SC–4P–Co–
M) is characterized by a broad resonance at 160 mT (gk,t ¼
4.911, 3.935) and a peak-to-peak linewidth of 24 mT (Fig. 3B).
This spectrum is in line with high-spin Co(II) ions (S ¼ 3/2) in
octahedral coordination with ZFS > 0, in which the detected EPR
transitions occur within the ground doublet.47–49 As with SC–4P–
Cu–M (Fig. 3A), the lack of a hyperne structure with the cobalt
nucleus (I ¼ 7/2)50–52 suggests the presence of inter-cobalt
exchange interactions that are sufficiently strong to collapse
such structure. Interestingly, the EPR spectrum of SC–3P–Co–M
(Fig. 3D), as also observed in the SC–4P–Cu–M complex
(Fig. 3C), showed a partially collapsed hyperne structure with
the cobalt nucleus (I ¼ 7/2). This spectrum is indicative of Co(II)
ions having a high spin conguration with ZFS > 0 (g1,2,3 ¼
6.398, 3.311, 2.556, A1,2,3 ¼ 1292, 421, 159 MHz).
Since isotropic exchange interactions are signicantly low-
ered when the substituent of the pyridinic ligand in both copper
and cobalt complexes is changed, we carried out a detailed
comparison of the chemical pathways linking the nearest metal
centers in the four compounds to determine the structural
features responsible for such a change. As shown in Fig. 3
(upper right panel), the metal centers in SC–4P–Cu–M and SC–
4P–Co–M complexes (Cu–Cu distances of 8.459 A and 8.689 A;
Co–Co distances of 8.431 A and 8.618 A) are linked by a chem-
ical pathway that involves the covalent interaction provided by
both the dihydrogen ortho ester and the hemiacetal function-
alization in each pyridine molecule, and a hydrogen bond
mediated by the chloride ligand and the hydroxyl moiety of
these groups. The same analysis performed on the SC–3P–Co–M
and NC–3P–Cu–M complexes (lower right panel in Fig. 3, the
nearest Co(II) ions are situated at 8.493A and 10.752A; similar
distances and chemical links are expected for the Cu(II) ion
derivative by analogy with the metal complexes with 4-pyr-
idinecarboxaldehyde) shows that intermetal interactions are
solely mediated by p–p and the –CO–p interactions in the solid
structure (Fig. 3). Thus, it is concluded that the presence of the
Cl–HO hydrogen bond-mediated pathway in the SC–4P–Cu–M
and SC–4P–Co–M complexes, despite its considerable length
and number of atoms involved, is essential to transmit
exchange interactions in both complexes, irrespective of the
type of metal ion or magnetic ground state.
Solid-state NMR assignment in Cu(II)–4-
pyridinecarboxaldehyde
In order to study the paramagnetic shis on the Cu(II)–4-pyr-
idinecaboxaldehyde complex, 1D ss-NMR experiments were
Fig. 3 Experimental (black solid lines) and simulated EPR spectra (red solid lines) of SC–4P–Cu–M (A) and SC–4P–Co–M (B) NC–3P–Cu–M (C)
and SC–3P–Co–M (D) complexes. Principal g values obtained by simulation are indicated with arrows. Right panel, crystal lattice view of both
cobalt compounds showing the chemical pathways linking the closest metal centers (upper, SC–4P–Co–M; lower, SC–3P–Co–M); relevant
distances are indicated in angstroms.
























































































done (Fig. 4). The interactions between protons and carbon
atoms with the unpaired electron of the copper center produced
a strong paramagnetic shi rendering NMR spectra with a non-
conventional chemical shi range, as in diamagnetic systems.
Due to these interactions, the elucidation of the chemical
functionalization of the organic ligands is complex and needs to
be complemented and analyzed by different 2D ss-NMR exper-
iments and X-ray results. Different synthetic procedures were
done in order to achieve the assignment of some of the 1H-NMR
signals obtained in 1D ss-NMR experiments. With this aim,
three samples were prepared as indicated: NC–4P–Cu–W (non-
crystalline Cu(II) complex obtained from 4-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde and CuCl2/water), NC–4P–Cu–M (non-crystalline Cu(II)
complex obtained from 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and CuCl2/
methanol) and SC–4P–Cu–M (single crystals Cu(II) complex
obtained from 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and CuCl2/methanol).
The 1H MAS ss-NMR spectra for the different complexes
showed that the copper centers produced a clear paramagnetic
shi of the NMR signals to 34 and 43 ppm (Fig. 4). Some other
NMR signals were present at a 1Hd values between 2 to
10 ppm. The NC–4P–Cu–W samples shows more 1H resonance
signals than the NC–4P–Cu–M sample at low frequency values
(2 to 6 ppm). Moreover, both NC–4P–Cu–M and NC–4P–Cu–W
complexes showed the same 13C CP-MAS spectra, which indi-
cates that the chemical moieties within the solids are the same.
Hence the differences between the 1H MAS spectra of the NC–
4P–Cu–W and NC–4P–Cu–M samples were ascribed to the
presence of water molecules that remained in the surface or
within the crystal structure in copper complexes at d1H ¼ 6, 2
and2 ppm and d1H¼ 3–1 ppm, respectively. These signals are
reduced in number if the Cu(II) complex is synthesized in
methanol (NC–4P–Cu–M) (d1H ¼ 3–1 ppm). In this work, 1H
resonance signals were assigned to water molecules on the basis
that did not show any correlations to the carbon structure of the
metal complex in the 2D 1H–13C HETCOR experiments at
different contact times. Similar shi values have been previ-
ously reported for water molecules in many different
systems.7,53,54 Particularly, Gul-E-Noor et al. assigned proton
resonances of water molecules in the range of d1H ¼ 15–4 ppm
for Cu3(BTC)2 MOF structures.55,56
The main difficulty in studying the chemical functionaliza-
tion of the ligand in the Cu(II) complex obtained in water is that
single crystals for structural characterization could not be ob-
tained. On the other hand, the Cu(II) complex synthesized in
methanol renders single crystals in which the ligands around
the copper centers together with the chemical functionalization
of the aldehyde group can unequivocally be elucidated by X-ray
techniques (Fig. 1). The 13C CP-MAS spectrum for the SC–4P–
Cu–M sample showed higher intensity resonance signals in
comparison with the other Cu(II) complexes (NC–4P–Cu–M or
NC–4P–Cu–W); however, it is difficult to obtain accurate infor-
mation due to the paramagnetic effect exerted by the copper
centers on the pyridine ligands. The 13C resonances at 230 and
79 ppmwere also present in the non-crystalline Cu(II) complexes
(NC–4P–Cu–M or NC–4P–Cu–W). It is noteworthy that for the
correct observation of all the 13C resonance signals, the cross-
polarization contact time needed to optimized, due to rapid
relaxation associated with the copper ions. For instance, the 13C
signals at 450–510 ppm were only observed at short contact
times (100–500 ms), but the intensity of the signal at 79 ppm was
highly affected under these experimental conditions. In order to
enhance the intensity of the 13C NMR signal at 79 ppm, the
contact time was set to 2 ms with the concomitant disappear-
ance of the high frequency resonances (Fig. 4).
Considering the crystallographic information obtained for
the SC–4P–Cu–M or SC–4P–Co–M and the hydration studies
(ESI†) performed in methanol, it can be inferred that the gem-
diol form is the rst functional group transformation that the
Fig. 4 1H MAS ss-NMR spectra for the NC–4P–Cu–W (A), NC–4P–Cu–M (B) and SC–4P–Cu–M (C) (MAS rate: 60 kHz). 13C CP-MAS ss-NMR
spectra for the NC–4P–Cu–M ((D) contact time¼ 1.5ms and aMAS rate of 10 kHz) and SC–4P–Cu–Mwith different experimental conditions ((E)
contact time ¼ 2 ms and a MAS rate of 15 kHz; (F) contact time ¼ 500 ms and a MAS rate of 18 kHz). Asterisks indicate spinning side bands.
























































































aldehyde group undergoes, followed by the transformation to
the hemiacetal form, which is nally oxidized to the corre-
sponded dihydrogen ortho ester groups during the single crystal
formation (Fig. 1). For the non-crystalline Cu(II) complexes (NC–
4P–M/W), the formation of the corresponding solids (either in
water or in methanol) occurred spontaneously by mixing the
ligands and the copper ions in suitable proportions. In this
sense, the 1H-MAS ss-NMR spectra for the non-crystalline Cu(II)-
complexes produced the 1H resonance signals at 35 and 43 ppm
and were assigned to the Py–CH(OH)(OCH3) and Py–
CH(OH)(OCH3) hydrogens of the hemiacetal group, respec-
tively. When single-crystals were analyzed (SC–4P–Cu–M), the
intensity of the 1H-NMR signal at 43 ppm was reduced with the
concomitant slight shi of the signal from 35 to 33 ppm and the
observation of a new resonance signal at 8 ppm. The increase of
the dihydrogen ortho ester form during the single crystal
formation allowed the assignment of the 1H resonance signals.
Particularly, the signal at 8 ppm was assigned to the OH
group of the dihydrogen ortho ester moiety in the SC–4P–Cu–M
sample from the evolution of the non-crystalline Cu(II) complex
(NC–4P–Cu–M) to the corresponding single-crystal Cu(II)
sample according to X-ray information and solution-state NMR
studies (ESI†). Apparently, the hydrogens of the methoxy groups
in both functionalizations resonated at d1H ¼ 33–35 ppm. The
reduction of the signal at d1H ¼ 42–43 ppm (assigned to the
hemiacetal hydrogen, RCH(OCH3)(OH)) was reduced due to the
oxidation of the hemiacetal moieties to the dihydrogen ortho
ester groups. Also, the presence of two resonances at 42 and
43 ppm may be associated to the disorder of the hemiacetal
group that it was also demonstrated from the X-ray results
(Fig. 1).
To aid unambiguous assignment, 2D 1H–13C HETCOR and
1H–1H SQ/DQ NMR experiments were performed in the NC–4P–
Cu–W and NC–4P–Cu–M samples (Fig. 5). The 2D spectra show
clear and well resolved correlations between carbon atoms and
their bonded or nearby protons getting the same results for
both samples. The correlation between carbon atoms and
chemically bonded protons at a contact time of 100 ms are
indicated A0 and B0 (Fig. 5). At a contact time of 2 ms, additional
long-range heteronuclear interactions were observed. Moreover,
the 2D 1H–1H SQ/DQ ss-NMR spectrum shows the occurrence of
an interaction between the hydrogen atoms of the hemiacetal
and the hydroxyl groups together with the interaction among
the hydrogen atoms assigned to the water molecules present in
the NC–4P–Cu–W sample (Fig. 5). These correlations conrm
the assignments for those resonances in the 1D 1H and 13C ss-
NMR spectra associate to the hemiacetal structure in both NC–
4P–Cu–M and NC–4P–Cu–W samples (Table 1).
The ss-NMR analysis of the SC–4P–Cu–M sample was
complex due to the presence of different dihydrogen ortho ester
and hemiacetal pyridine ligands per copper ion (Fig. 1).
However, new heteronuclear correlations were observed in the
2D HETCOR experiment for the crystalline sample in compar-
ison with the non-crystalline complexes (Fig. 6). In particular,
the carbon atom with a resonance signal at d13C ¼ 225 ppm
clearly interacts with the nearby hydrogen atoms resonating at
d1H ¼ 8 ppm and d1H ¼ 33 ppm using a contact time of 1.3 ms
(correlations A0 and D0). This interaction was completely
different from the one with d13C ¼ 230 ppm corresponding to
the carbon atom of the hemiacetal moiety (correlation A0).
Moreover, the signal at 79 ppmmight be composed of two kinds
of carbon atoms, one interacting with the hydrogen atoms at 8
and 33 ppm (correlations C and B) and the other with the
hydrogen atoms at 33 and 43 ppm (B0 and D0). In this sense, the
correlations observed for the hemiacetal moieties are still
present together with the new signals corresponding to the
dihydrogen ortho ester groups (Table 1). When the contact time
was 50 ms the only signal observed was at 230 ppm with its
bounded proton at 10 ppm. With the increasing in the contact
time to 500 ms the signal at 225 ppm can be observed with
a nearby proton at 8 ppm (Fig. S27†). Additionally, it is impor-
tant to mention that carbons of the pyridine ring were not
observed in the 2D 1H–13C HETCOR due to the inefficient of the
cross-polarization process. Moreover, the low frequency regions
of the 13C CP-MAS spectra did not present resonance signals in
the 13C chemical shi range from 50 to 1000 ppm for the
different samples. Also, the contact time and number of scans
were varied in order to improve the adquisition of the spectra.
The 2D PSD experiments were particularly important for the
correct assignment of the proton signal considering the
inherent uncertainty of the DFT calculations for the proton
chemical shis (Fig. 7 and Table 1). The most informative
results were obtained with mixing times of 5 and 10 ms,
compared to optimal mixing times for diamagnetic compounds
which are usually around 50–100 ms.57 This will reect the
shortening of 1H coherence lifetimes induced by the copper
ions with a 1H spin-lattice relaxation time of 40 ms for the SC–
4P–M sample. At a mixing time of 10 ms, the main NOE inter-
actions were E and E0 associated to the dihydrogen ortho ester
and hemiacetal groups, respectively. On the other hand, corre-
lation F0 was only observed at 5 ms mixing time, allowing the
assignment of the signal corresponding to the hemiacetal
moieties as in the 2D 1H–1H SQ/DQ ss-NMR spectrum (Fig. 5).
Surprisingly, interactions between the hydrogen atoms of water
molecules and the hydrogens of the methoxy and hydroxy
groups in the dihydrogen ortho ester ligands were also observed
(correlation W).
Finally, the solid Cu(II)- and Co(II)-complexes obtained were
dissolved in different deuterated solvents, but NMR spectra
obtained were uninformative. Copper and cobalt metal ions are
a strong source of relaxation, which affects the entire resonance
signals of the ligands located either next or far away from the
paramagnetic center when the complex is in solution (Figs. S11–
S18, S23 and S24†).58,59
Solid-state NMR assignment in Cu(II)–3-
pyridinecarboxaldehye
The 1D ss-NMR results for the Cu(II)–3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
complex are shown in Fig. 8. Once again, similar paramagnetic
NMR chemical shis are present. However, the chemical func-
tionalization of the ligand differs in both copper complexes. For
the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligand, the X-ray structure was
only obtained for the cobalt(II) complex and extrapolated the
























































































same isomorphic structure for the copper(II) complex for the ss-
NMR analysis according to EPR results and previous results.43–45
As before, the 1H resonance signals at 1 and 4 ppm can be
readily assigned to water molecules. In order to establish
proximity between protons, different 2D homonuclear experi-
ments were done (Fig. 9). In the 2D 1H–1H SQ/DQ spectrum,
only the signal at 7 ppm presents different interaction with the
nearby protons at 13 and 33 ppm. Taking into account this
evidence, the signal at 7 ppm was ascribed to the aldehyde
proton signal as a starting point for the assignment of the NMR
signals. Due to the position of the carbonyl group of the alde-
hyde in the pyridine ring, H7 (d
1H ¼ 7 ppm) should correlate
with H2, H4 and probably with H5 (d
1H ¼ 32, 13 and 37 ppm,
respectively). H7 and H4 presented a strong autocorrelation
signal at dDQ ¼ 14 (aa) and 26 ppm (bb) respectively (Fig. 9).
Besides, two correlations between the hydrogen atom of the
aldehyde and aromatic protons can be observed: dDQ¼ 20 ppm
(H7–H4, depicted as ab) and 40 ppm (H7–H2, depicted as ac). As
expected, proton spin diffusion experiments (2D PSD spectrum
with a mixing time of 2.5 ms) evidenced interactions between
the nearby proton close to the aldehyde hydrogen (Fig. 9). For
the NC–3P–Cu–M the 1H spin-lattice relaxation time was 10 ms.
Once again, the use of 2D PSD experiments with a very short
mixing time allowed in the assignment and the connectivity
within the 1H signals. The interaction between H4–H7 cannot be
well resolved in the PSD experiments due to the overlapping
with the intense autocorrelation of H4.
Furthermore, having identied short- and long-range inter-
actions from the 2D 1H–13C HETCOR spectra at different
contact times (Fig. 10), assignment of the observed resonances
was carried out in complement to the previous results from the
2D homonuclear experiments (Table 2).
Fig. 5 2D 1H–13C HETCOR spectrum for the NC–4P–Cu–M sample with a contact time (CT) of 2 ms. The insert shows the 2D spectrum of the
same sample with a CT of 100 ms (MAS rate: 15 kHz) (left). 2D 1H–1H SQ/DQ ss-NMR spectrum for the NC–4P–Cu–W sample with two rotor
periods of DQ recoupling (MAS rate: 60 kHz) (right).
Table 1 NMR assignment of the Cu(II) complex obtained from 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and CuCl2/methanol (SC–4P–Cu–M)
Sitea Chemical shi 1H/13C (ppm) Evidence for 1H/13C assignment
2–6 n.o./509, 484, 464 —
20–60
7 —/225 Peak A in HETCOR exp.
Peak D in HETCOR exp.
8 33/79 Peak E in PSD exp.
Peaks B–D in HETCOR exp.
–OH (dihydrogen ortho ester) 8/— Peak E in PSD exp.
Peaks A and C in HETCOR exp.
70 10/230 Peak df in SQ/DQ exp.
Peak A0 in HETCOR exp.
Peak F0 in PSD exp.
80 35/75 Peaks B0 and D0 in HETCOR exp.
Peak E0 in PSD exp.
–OH (hemiacetal) 42–43/— Peak fd in SQ/DQ exp.
Peak F0 in PSD exp.
Peak D0 in HETCOR exp.
a The numbering corresponds to those in Fig. 1. n.o.: non-observed.
























































































Experimentally, only four peaks were observed in the 13C CP-
MAS spectrum corresponding to six different carbon atom types
of the ligand (Fig. 8). The 2D HETCOR results show that three of
these signals presented heteronuclear correlations at short
contact times (correlations A–C, Fig. 10). Knowing that the
transfer of magnetization is limited to short distances at short
contact times, the protons that correlated with these carbons at
500 ms were assumed to be directly bonded. The remaining
resonance signals of the 13C CP MAS spectra can be readily
assigned in complement the 2D SQ/DQ experiment (Fig. 8).
Particularly, the carbon at 79 ppmwas crucial in the assignment
considering the high number of long-range interactions in the
2D HETCOR experiment at a contact time of 2 ms. It is impor-
tant to mention that two carbons of the 3-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde ligands were not observed in the 13C CP-MAS
experiments.
DFT calculations
In order to interpret the paramagnetic contributions to the total
NMR chemical shis for the Cu(II) complexes of the 3- and 4-
pyridinecarboxaldehyde (NC–3P–Cu–M and SC–4P–Cu–M
samples), DFT calculations were done. Initial geometry opti-
mizations were performed using a variety of functionals and
basis set. Based on the agreement between computed and
observed distances in the X-ray data, a two-step methodology
optimization using UB3LYP and PBE0-D3 level of DFT was
chosen for the geometry optimizations (Table S15†). For the
analysis of the NC–3P–Cu–M system the information was ob-
tained for the SC–3P–Co–M sample.
The paramagnetic NMR shi calculations were performed by
using a well-established methodology. The spin–orbit terms
(Aorb) were neglected in all calculations of the A tensor of the
lighter elements due to their small effect (up to approximately
d ¼ 2–4 ppm for 13C) and the signicant CPU time required for
their calculation. A percentage of Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange
was included in the calculations, since this is crucial to reduce
the extent of spin delocalization.30 The total spin density (PBE0-
D3 level) was computed, and the spin delocalization is illus-
trated in Fig. 11. In both complexes, the spin density is localized
mainly in the Cu–N bonds, which involve two of the axial
Fig. 6 2D 1H–13C HETCOR spectrum for the SC–4P–Cu–M sample with a contact time of 1.3 ms (MAS rate: 15 kHz).
Fig. 7 2D PSD ss-NMR spectra for the SC–4P–Cu–M sample with a mixing time (MT) of 10 (left) and 5 ms (right). (MAS rate: 32 kHz).
























































































ligands and two of the ligands in the equatorial plane. The C
atoms at the pyridine ring carry the highest spin density, in
contrast to C7 and C8 (Fig. 1 and 2) in which it is vanishingly
small.
1H-NMR resonance signals are highly sensitive to electron
and spin delocalization within the paramagnetic metal–ligand
complex, which leads to broadened signals at difficult-to-
predict frequencies. These shis are also difficult to predict in
electronic structure calculations; calculated 1H chemical shis
for delocalized electronic systems, such as pyridine-metal
complexes, can differ by about 100 ppm from experimental
values being a typical percentage range for calculations
employing a reasonable exchange–correlation functional.31,39
The distance between the paramagnetic Cu–Cu metal center
atoms determined from the X-ray structure on the solid state is
around 8–11 A. Even though the complexes are far apart (as
evidenced by the high spin delocalization degree), a ferromag-
netic coupling would be present within the solid which was not
considered in our calculations.30
The nuclei involved in the pyridine ring, C2–C6 (Fig. 1 and 2),
showed the most pronounced paramagnetic shis in both
complexes, consistent with the high spin density present in
these atoms (Fig. 11). As expected, the contact shi (geAFC) is the
dominant contributions to the shielding constant (Table
S14†).30,60 In order to obtain NMR nuclear shielding constants to
compare the experimental values, values corresponding to
chemically equivalent atoms had to be averaged. Fig. S26†
shows the variation of shis between sites for 13C nuclei, which
were found to be dependent on dihedral angles. Thus, the size
and complexity of these systems made their optimization
challenging. However, as it can be seen, there is practically no
dispersion of the data; in fact, differences were observed only in
those cases where the dihedral angle varied in one degree.
The 13C NMR calculations support the NMR assignment of
NC–3P–Cu–M and SC–4P–Cu–M samples; Tables 3 and 4 show
reasonable agreement between experimental and computa-
tional results considering the high degree of spin delocalization
present in these compounds (Fig. 11). In both systems, there are
resonances that are not observed experimentally: d13C ¼ 139,
Fig. 8 1H MAS (MAS rate: 32 kHz) (A) and 13C CP-MAS ss-NMR spectra (B) for the Cu(II)-complex obtained from 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and
CuCl2 in methanol (contact time ¼ 500 ms; MAS rate of 15 kHz). Asterisks indicate spinning side bands.
Fig. 9 2D 1H–1H SQ/DQ with two rotor periods of DQ recoupling (left) and 2D PSD with a mixing time of 2.5 ms (right) ss-NMR spectra for the
NC–3P–Cu–M sample (MAS rate: 32 kHz) (right).
























































































140,142 and144 ppm in SC–4P–Cu–M sample, and d13C¼
150 and 553 ppm in NC–3P–Cu–M sample. This difference
could be ascribed to the proximity of these nuclei to the para-
magnetic center, resulting in very short T1 and T2 relaxation




(97%), copper chloride (CuCl2$2H2O, 99.95%), cobalt chloride
(CoCl2$6H2O, 98%), deuterium oxide (D2O, 99.9 atom %D),
dimethylsulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6, 99.96 atom %D) and meth-
anol-d4 (CD3OD, >99.8 atom %D) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used without further purication.
General procedure for the synthesis of copper and cobalt
complexes with pyridinecarboxaldehyde
Copper chloride or cobalt chloride (0.194 mmol) were dissolved
in 0.8 mL of methanol and added with stirring to saturation to
achieve 4.036 mmol of 3- or 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (initial
mixture).
For single-crystal materials, 15 mL of methanol were also
added to the initial mixture. Reaction mixtures turned either
dark blue or dark pink upon formation of the copper or cobalt
complexes, respectively. Metal complex solutions were stored at
2 C until single crystals appeared. Aer that, crystals were
ltered, washed with methanol and vacuum-dried. The reaction
yields for Cu(II)–4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde obtained with CuCl2
(SC–4P–Cu–M), Co(II)–4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde obtained with
CoCl2 (SC–4P–Co–M) and Co(II)- with 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
with CoCl2 (SC–3P–Co–M) were 15%, 15% and 16%,
respectively.
For non-crystalline materials, 3 mL of methanol were also
added to the initial mixture. Reactionmixtures turned dark blue
upon formation of the complex. Metal complex solutions were
stored at room temperature until the solid appeared aer
Fig. 10 2D 1H–13C HETCOR spectra for the NC–3P–Cu–M sample with a contact time (CT) of 500 ms (left) and 2 ms (right). MAS rate: 15 kHz.
Table 2 NMR assignment of the Cu(II) complex obtained from 3-
pyridinecarboxaldehyde and CuCl2/methanol (NC–3P–Cu–M)
Sitea
Chemical shi
1H/13C (ppm) Evidence for 1H/13C assignment
2 33/n.o. Peak ca in SQ/DQ exp.
3 —/418 Peak H in HETCOR exp.
4 13/79 Peak ba in SQ/DQ exp.
Peaks B and D–G in HETCOR
exp.
5 37/n.o. Peaks A–C in PSD exp.
Peak G in HETCOR exp.
6 42/498 Peak C in PSD exp.
Peak C in HETCOR exp.
7 7/244 Peak ac in SQ/DQ exp.
Peak ab in SQ/DQ exp.
Peaks A and D in HETCOR exp.
a The numbering corresponds to those in Fig. 2 n.o.: non-observed.
Fig. 11 The total spin density for the Cu(II)–3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
(A) and Cu(II)–4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (B) is displayed employing an
isovalue for the surface density of 0.0004 a.u. Positive and negative
values are shown in blue and green colors, respectively.
























































































30 min. The solid was then ltered, washed with methanol and
vacuum-dried. The reaction yields for Cu(II)–4-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde obtained with CuCl2 (NC–4P–Cu–M) and Cu(II)–3-
pyridinecarboxaldehyde obtained with CuCl2 (NC–3P–Cu–M)
were 15% and 20%, respectively. Particularly, the copper
complex for the 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde can be synthetized
replacing methanol for water (NC–4P–Cu–W) (yield: 25%).
Single-crystal X-ray crystallography studies
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected at 100 or 293
K, using a Bruker D8 Quest ECO diffractometer (Bruker AXS).
The strategy employed for the collection and reduction of data
followed standard the procedures implemented in the APEX3
Control Soware (Bruker AXS). Different reections were
collected for each sample (specied in the ESI†).
EPR measurements
X-Band CW-EPR measurements were performed in a Bruker
EMX-Plus spectrometer equipped with an Oxford helium
continuous-ow cryostat and a rectangular cavity at a eld
modulation frequency of 100 kHz. EPR spectra were simulated
with the EasySpin toolbox based on MATLAB®.61 Samples for
EPR spectroscopy were prepared by grinding single crystals of
the compounds and placed inside 4 mm inner diameter EPR
quartz tubes. EPR spectra of the copper(II) were obtained at
room temperature while spectra for the cobalt(II) compounds
were obtained at 10 K to slow down electronic relaxation.
Solid-state NMR studies
Solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (ss-NMR) data were
acquired with a Bruker Avance-III HD spectrometer equipped
with a 14.1 T narrow bore magnet operating at Larmor
frequencies of 600.09 MHz and 150.91 MHz for 1H and 13C,
respectively. Powdered samples were packed into 3.2 and
2.5 mm ZrO2 rotors and rotated at room temperature at magic
angle spinning (MAS) rates of 15 or 32 kHz, respectively.
Particularly, the 1H experiments performed at a MAS rate of 60
kHz were done at Larmor frequencies of 499.7 MHz for 1H using
a 1.3 mm ZrO2 rotor.
13C CP-MAS (cross-polarization and magic
angle spinning) experiments were done in a 3.2 mmMAS probe.
Different contact times during CP were used (0.1–2.0 ms) in
order to obtain the highest signal-to-noise ratio in each scan
and in the total time of the experiments, with number of scans
between 2000 and 10 000. The SPINAL64 sequence (small phase
incremental alternation with 64 steps) was used for hetero-
nuclear decoupling during acquisition.62 The 2D 1H–13C HET-
COR experiment in the solid state was recorded following the
sequence presented by van Rossum et al.63 in a 3.2 MAS probe.
The contact times for the CP were varied from 100 ms to 2 ms in
order to sense near or far away interactions between 13C and 1H,
respectively. 1H-MAS and 2D homonuclear correlation experi-
ments (2D PSD and 2D SQ/DQ) were recorded in either a 2.5 or
a 1.3 mm MAS probe as indicated for each sample. The 2D SQ/
DQ MAS spectra were recorded using the back-to-back (BaBa)
pulse sequence with excitation and reconversion times of two
rotor period.64 Chemical shis for 13C and 1H (expressed in
ppm) are relative to adamantane (d13C ¼ 38.5 ppm) and
(CH3)4Si (d
1H ¼ 0 ppm), respectively.
Table 3 Calculated and experimental 13C chemical shifts for SC–4P–Cu–M sample (expressed in ppm relative to TMS) and the difference
between experimental and calculated shifts (D). The distance to the copper center is shown for each carbon. As the substituent groups of the
heterocyclic ring are different in the two complexes, they are presented separately. The numbering corresponds to that in Fig. 1 a
Signal
4-Dihydrogen ortho ester moiety d13C NMR (ppm) 4-Hemiacetal moiety d13C NMR (ppm)
Exp./calc.,
D Distance to Cu(II) (A)
Exp./calc.,
D Distance to Cu(II) (A)
C2 482/397, 85 2.9 464/293, 171 2.9
C3 n.o./144 4.3 n.o./142 4.3
C4 510/314, 196 4.8 511/315, 196 4.8
C5 n.o./139 4.3 n.o./140 4.3
C6 482/307, 175 2.9 464/304, 160 2.9
C7 225/236, 11 6.4 — —
C70 — — 231/250, 19 6.4
C8/C80 80/43, 37 8.3 80/50, 30 8.3
a n.o.: non-observed.
Table 4 Calculated and experimental 13C chemical shifts for NC–3P–
Cu–M (expressed in ppm relative to TMS) and difference between
experimental and calculated shifts (D). The distance to the copper
center is shown for each carbon. The numbering corresponds to that





D Distance to Cu(II) (A)
C2 n.o./150 2.9
C3 418/518, 100 4.3
C4 79/37, 42 4.8
C5 n.o./553 4.3
C6 498/353, 145 2.9
C7 244/225, 19 5.4
a n.o.: non-observed.

























































































Geometry optimization. All DFT calculations were performed
with the Gaussian 09 package.65 In order to obtain a precise
geometry and electronic structure for the NMR calculations, the
geometry optimizations were performed under a two-step
scheme. Firstly, starting from the X-ray complex structure and
leaving the N–Cu bonds xed, a geometry optimization was
carried out using the unrestricted B3LYP (Becke three- param-
eter Lee–Yang–Parr)66,67 exchange correlation functional with
the LANL2DZ basis set for Cu and 6-31++G** for C, H, O, N and
Cl.68,69 This setting led to an optimized complex within a non-
computationally demanding scheme that maintained the
experimental X-ray structure.
The second geometry optimization was performed departing
from the obtained complex following the more accurate DFT
methodology implemented by Bühl et al.30 and Dawson et al.:40
the PBE0 hybrid functional70–72 with a D3 van der Waals
correction was employed for all atoms, and an augmented
Wachters basis set73,74 for Cu(II) (8s7p4d) and the 6-31++G**
basis set for C, H, O, N and Cl were used.
Particularly, for the Cu(II)–3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde metal
complex, the X-ray structure could not be determined experi-
mentally. Therefore, the starting structure for this complex was
created with the results obtained by ESR, in which copper is
coordinated by four pyridine rings and two chlorine atoms; and
the metal–ligand bond distances are those determined from the
Co(II)–3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde X-ray structure. This strategy
was proposed considering that both M(II)–3-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde (M ¼ Cu or Co) and M(II)–4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
(M ¼ Cu or Co) have the same square planar coordination.
NMR chemical shis and EPR parameters. NMR chemical
shis were calculated with Gaussian 09 and EPR parameters (g-
and A-tensors) and analyzed with the ORCA 4.0.1 soware (SCF
convergence and ne integration Grid, Grid5 option).75,76 The
sorb, g and A tensors were computed at the PBE0-D3 level using
a 9s7p4d basis set on Cu(II),30,77 and the IGLO-II basis on the
ligands.30,40,78–84 The sorb calculations employed gauge-including
atomic orbitals and ne integration grids as implemented in
Gaussian 09. All NMR and EPR properties were computed using
the same functional/basis-set combinations.
The chemical shis (d) were reported relative to the reference
compound, typically tetramethylsilane (TMS), for 1H and 13C
according to:
d ¼ siso(orb)(TMS)  siso(orb) (1)
where the isotropic orbital shielding of the reference compound
is computed using the same methodology.
Magnetic shielding tensors s were computed as
follows:29,39,40,81,85













where siso(orb) is the isotropic orbital shielding, S is the effective
spin, mB is the Bohr magneton, kT is the thermal energy, ge is the
free-electron and gI is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus. AFC
and APC are the isotropic Fermi-contact and pseudo-contact
term arising from spin–orbit corrections to the A-tensor, Adip
is the anisotropic traceless spin-dipolar contribution and Dgiso
is the isotropic part of the g-tensor.
Conclusions
In this work, we studied in detail the chemical functionalization
of copper complexes derived from 4- and 3-pyridinecarbox-
aldehyde by means of different spectroscopic techniques and
theoretical calculations. Also, the cobalt complexes were
studied.
Two different copper samples were analyzed for the 4-pyr-
idinecarboxaldehyde ligand. For the non-crystalline copper
complex (NC–4P–Cu–M), the hemiacetal group was the rst
chemical transformation of the aldehyde group present in the
solid sample according to hydration NMR studies for the free-
ligand in the solution state in deuterated methanol. Then,
single crystal sample was obtained for the copper complex (SC–
4P–Cu–M), which allowed to study the chemical transformation
from the non-crystalline to the crystalline state by the combi-
nation of X-ray crystallography and solid-state NMR techniques.
Crystal structures of 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde copper (SC–4P–
Cu–M) and cobalt complexes (SC–4P–Co–M) showed interesting
results concerning the hemiacetal and dihydrogen ortho ester
moieties observed at the fourth position of the pyridinic rings.
Moreover, the 1H-MAS ss-NMR spectra at 60 kHz show that the
chemical evolution from the non-crystalline to the single-crystal
state give rise to a new signal at 8 ppm and the concomitant
reduction of the signal at 42 ppm ascribed to the oxidation of
the hemiacetal group to the dihydrogen ortho ester group.
For the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde ligand only single crystals
for the cobalt complex were obtained and the aldehyde moiety
was present at the third position of the pyridinic ring. In this
sense, EPR was particularly important in order to consider the
geometry and the same isomorphic structure for the copper(II)
system in the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde as in the 4-pyr-
idinecarboxaldehyde Co/Cu complexes.
In the different copper complexes (NC–4P–Cu–M, SC–4P–
Cu–M and NC–3P–Cu–M), similar paramagnetic 1H resonance
lines were obtained; however, the connectivity with the carbon
structure and the 1H vicinities were done with 2D 1H–13C
HETCOR, 1H–1H SQ/DQ and PSD experiments. Particularly, the
1H spin diffusion experiments in the solid state were especially
useful for the proton assignments in the Cu(II) complexes using
very short mixing times (1–10 ms) according with the 1H spin-
lattice relaxation times for the samples (10–40 ms).
The paramagnetic effects exerted by the copper ions were
completely different in the pyridinic systems allowing a more
detailed assignment for the aromatic ring in the 3-pyr-
idinecarboxaldehyde than in the 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde due
to the inefficient of the cross-polarization process used for the
acquisition of the 13C CP-MAS and 2D 1H–13C HETCOR
experiments.
























































































DFT calculations helped to predict paramagnetic shis in
fairly good agreement and provide a basis for the interpretation
of the position of the signals in the spectrum. Theoretical
calculations of EPR parameters (Cu g-tensors) were in excellent
agreement with the experimental data. For the copper
complexes in this study, it was conrmed that the orientation of
each of the ligands had a signicant inuence on the magnetic
shielding tensors. Despite being a bulky and complicated
system, the chemical shielding values for 13C nuclei were ob-
tained. In this kind of systems an accurate modelling for solids
with a complex structure and bearing bulky molecules is still
a challenge. Further works are needed to improve the calcula-
tion methodology for the metal complexes described and to
establish a better relationship between spin distributions,
magnetic shielding tensors and crystal structure.
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